Ascended Masters
The puffin razorbill is a bird. These birds are capable of holding
sometimes over a dozen small fish in their bill as compared to other
birds that can carry only one.
The "Wenching puffin" is the demon in those who take the
teachings and carry them away and claim it as their own. The demon
has those who left the teachings not see that they are accountable for
misleading the incoming souls. How is it that those who went to the
Twelfth Planet group can continue to stay there when we have shown
that the Wesak dictation was not by Gautama but by an alcohol entity?
They say they have other Ascended Masters than of the lineage
and that was how they could take our teachings and pervert it as they
will. When did they come out with this statement? It was after El Morya
asked them to dissolve their organization. So you see how it is, those
there who say they serve the Ascended Masters speak from demons.
These possessed of the demon have no allegiance to hierarchy.
They are not the chelas, for how can anyone counter El Morya when
clearly this is an alcoholic entity there giving astral dictations and they
have massacred the portrait of Saint Germain.
When you see that portrait, does it not evoke a sickness in the
stomach? That is your soul chakra. Why does the soul not have
feelings? It is covered over. There are demons in control.
They say such blasphemies as, we have other Ascended Masters
than you do. There is only one hierarchy of the Great White
Brotherhood. There are not two.
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When you heard that The Summit Lighthouse called El Morya a
zen master, a Himalayan master, a Tibetan master, there is a sickness in
the soul normally. With the demon, the soul is so covered over that one
has no soul sensitivity to recognize these are false teachings. Nor does
it know that this is not what the Summit staff should be saying. And
why would you not feel soul pain at knowing that the organization lied
about having 250 study groups? Or they say, we have over 100 groups
participating in the violet flame vigil?
Those who would participate in these lies have this demon. It is
also a coveting of the church for ones own personal use. It is a using of
the organization as a means to bring attention to oneself. The
publications for sale are to pay ones salary. It is keeping the altar to
oneself for selfish reasons. Glamorizing oneself as a proclaimed
messenger, giving the cup of cold water in Christ's name but to glorify
self. The sympathy is a lie, it is to tie you to the guru worship not bring
you to Christ teachings.
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